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SCR Summary for:

Release:Liquid Latitude 20.2 SU 1
Built on:16-Oct-2020

Changes included in 20.2 SU 1

The table below summarizes the changes made for this release.

The “Device/Install Hint” after each SCR indicates the device and installs to run to apply updated code for that issue. See
theDevice Install Hint page for details.

SCR Description/Details

All included changes from prior releases

Below is the complete description of all prior release changes that are included in this update.

Changes in 20.2

SCR Description/Details

Component: Database

LIQ-7894

when trying to add a new phone number of a different phone type but same phone
number for the same account, the record will be written. I.e. if I have a cell phone of And
I try to add a home phone than the home phone record should write to the phones_Master
table.
when trying to add a new phone number of a different phone type but same phone number for the same
account, the record will be written. I.e. if I have a cell phone of (765) 555-1908 And I try to add a home
phone of (765) 555 -1908 than the home phone record should write to the phones_Master table.

LIQ-7783

Client is reporting an issue with their Arizona accounts showing up before they should.
Client is located on timezone Central Standard Time, which advanced one hour on March
8th, 2020. 

One of their collectors reported - "Latitude is bringing up accounts from Arizona when we push next queue.
Arizona is now 2 hours behind instead of 1. So it should show up in the Collectors queue only after 10AM in
client time. 

AZ zipcode now has time zone 8. After, we change the earlytimezone on the debtors table to equal 8, it
worked for a while, but once new account was imported, they have to constantly run the update for AZ
accounts in the debtors table. Client then reported that issue is still happening, even though it is not a new
account. Per checking, whenever client's collector work on the AZ account on the queue, it defaults it back to
the time zone of Arizona, which is 7

Component: Liquid Center

LIQ-7929 Updates the qlevel to 015 and then 599
Needs to update the status as well when the qlevel is modified

LIQ-7909 When the only change in a Form is clearing a date, Save won't be enabled
Fixed the bug in the system where clearing a date in a form won't enable the save field to reset the date

LIQ-7902 Collateral Repossession Screen - Cost of Repo field pointing to the wrong field in the
database

https://my.inin.com/products/Pages/Installation-Device-List.aspx
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Cost of Repo field corrected to point to CostOfRepo column of 
Collateral_Repossession

LIQ-7892 When the only change in a Form is clearing a date, Save won't be enabled
Fixed the bug in the system where clearing a date in a form won't enable the save field to reset the date

LIQ-7813 When the business name has a Space, search by whole business name is not working
Modified the search process to match the business name irrespective of the space

LIQ-7703 DPA should not load for linked details
DPA should be not poped up for every linked account click in anchor cells

LIQ-7652 Changing outside branch access permission did not limit DPA panel from loading up once
the "required data validation protection" was enabled
Disabling/ Enabling "Access Outside branch" access permission did not affect DPA panel from loading up once
the "required data validation protection" was enabled. And after providing details, it checked the permission
to save outside branch which should have been done before.
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